TIME AFTER TIME

The eternally beloved film
Strictly Ballroom has been
reborn in a new stage musical,
Marianka Swain discovers

I

“

t’s been quite a journey,”
professes Drew McOnie, director
and choreographer of Strictly
Ballroom The Musical, which arrives
at London’s Piccadilly Theatre this
month. “The show’s undergone a
dramatic reimagining from the [2016]
Leeds production. It’s such a passion
project for everyone involved, and it’s
a luxury to get to keep working on it.”
The West Yorkshire Playhouse
premiere – which brought to stage
Baz Luhrmann’s beloved film about
competitive ballroom in 1980s
Australia – was the first time McOnie
had directed a musical. “I learned a
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lot, seeing how the audience fell in
love with the story – and though they
enjoyed the famous movie moments,
actually the most electric ones were
those we’d theatricalised. So we’ve
really developed it into something
superfans will love, but that also feels
properly at home in the theatre.”
That includes tweaking
characterisation. “In Baz’s immaculate
universe, with its clear rules, you
can go gloriously OTT, but in theatre
you’re asking people to engage in
a different way; caricature can turn
them off. So it’s about finding highoctane humour that’s still rooted
in heart and truth. Dancers love
Strictly Ballroom – even though it’s
parodic – because it understands
the high stakes of this world, how a
championship feels like life or death.”
However, wider audiences can access
it too, stresses McOnie. “TV talent

shows have educated the public about
dancing. Even if you’re coming to it
completely fresh, it’s a story about
freedom of expression in an oppressive
regime, finding your individual
voice, the pursuit of perfection, and
standing up for what you believe in.”
The revised West End production
features new performers in the key
roles of Scott, the hotshot competitor
who wants to create his own steps,
and the overlooked Fran, who proves
to be his perfect partner. “Jonny
Labey and Zizi Strallen are proper
superstar theatre dancers – they
have amazing acting ability and
humour, they’re both great storytellers
through movement, and they have
a contemporary swagger,” says
McOnie. “Plus they’ve slogged their
hearts out in ensembles and as dance
captains, rising to this position of
being leads – which is so great for ➣
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found out, they started firing their
favourite lines at me!” recalls Labey.
As well as honouring that affection,
McOnie is keen to introduce more
innovation. Will Young now plays
the role of the MC, leading the songs
with an onstage band. “We went back
and looked at the film, and realised
those songs were what people couldn’t
yet voice – like ‘You won’t admit
you love me’ in ‘Perhaps, Perhaps,
Perhaps’,” says McOnie. “So rather
than characters singing at each
other, it’s more effective to create an
almost concept album score that’s
sown throughout – a soundscape
commenting on the action, and joining
the movement in expressing key
moments more fully. It’s like you’re
at a gig alongside a dance show.
“Strictly Ballroom has this great
rebellious spirit – ‘We have the right
to choose our future’. Audiences have
been so invested, particularly when
they realise they can join in Doug’s
clapping at the end and will the
dancers to keep dancing. So I hope
we maintain that commitment, while
going deeper into these new areas
and creating a more anarchic mode
of storytelling.” Strallen adds: “The
show’s big message, of course, is that
a life lived in fear is life half lived.
That’s inspired us all to take chances
– and I really think it pays off.” ■

Previous page: The cast of Strictly
Ballroom The Musical. Right: Paul
Mercurio as Scott Hastings and Gia
Carides as Liza Holt in the original
Strictly Ballroom film. Below right: West
Yorkshire Playhouse production of
Strictly Ballroom The Musical in 2016.

a show that’s about perseverance
and working for your dream.”
It’s certainly a dream come true for
Strallen: “I adored the film growing
up, so I feel like I’ve been waiting my
whole life for this! I really connect
with Fran. I think people who’ve
seen me play elegant or sexy roles
expect that, but I’m actually quite
geeky. Plus I’m from a dancing
family – my grandmother runs a
dance school – and Shirley, Scott’s
mum, definitely reminds me of her!
“Fran has so much passion, via her
Mediterranean roots. I really think
that’s going to resonate with girls.
There’s something brilliant about
her saying ‘I might not be the best
dancer, but I’m willing to try, and I
know who I am and I don’t need to
prove anything to you – I’m doing it
for myself’. There’s a misconception
that she’s doing it to impress Scott.
It’s not that; there’s a love story on
top of her growing determination to
dance in the Pan-Pacific Grand Prix
her way, even if she doesn’t win.”
Strallen is embracing the 1980s look
– “I’m definitely going big on the frizzy
hair!” – but is keen to correct another
misconception. “Fran doesn’t ‘get
prettier’ for, or because of, Scott. It’s
more that when you start to feel happy
and confident in yourself, rather than
slightly self-conscious as she is in the
beginning, your beauty shines through.”

S

trallen certainly relates to Fran’s
determination to prove herself.
“I’ve worked so hard on all aspects
of the business, but you can often get
pigeon-holed. It’s crazy that there’s
this separation between musical
theatre and acting, or the dance
world. Matthew Bourne is 100 per
cent a director; he runs a rehearsal
almost like a straight play. It’s as much
about delving into the character, their
background, what drives them, and
then conveying a really rich story just
through movement. That’s difficult,
but I was so proud of the skills I
developed through The Car Man.
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Strictly Ballroom The Musical
is at London’s Piccadilly
Theatre from March 29 to July
21. See Calendar for details
“Drew similarly has this wonderful
way of giving you movement that’s
an extension of what your body
wants to do, as the character in that
moment – although ballroom is very
different to styles I’ve been trained
in. I learned a bit of the famous
climactic paso for the audition, and
it’s hard! It doesn’t feel natural, but
when you watch it, it looks right.”
Though ballroom is also new
to Labey, he too has a wide range
of experience. It began “basically
like ‘I Can Do That’ from Chorus
Line, going along to my sister’s tap
class.” There weren’t many other
male dancers on Jersey at the time,
but his family was supportive: “My

dad’s a farmer, but that’s been on the
decline, so he was happy for me to
pursue what I wanted.” That’s ranged
from In the Heights to EastEnders and
winning ITV’s Dance Dance Dance
with girlfriend Chrissy Brooke – who
now joins him in Strictly Ballroom.
“I can definitely understand why
Scott wants to do more than sticking to
those traditional steps,” says Labey. “I’m
more of a flat-out, expressive dancer,
but I’m not as big of a rule-breaker;
I’m more passive! Luckily Drew’s way
of working is so creative – he’s really
open to exploring new ideas, and we’re
getting to remake these roles our way.”
Labey was put with Strallen from
their first round of auditions, and

they’re thrilled to be paired up. “We’ve
known each other a couple of years,
we respect each other’s work, and we
can be silly and have fun, but also be
professional together,” believes Labey.
Strallen adds that their varied career
paths mean they both have a range
of skills: some overlapping, some
where they can help each other out.
This is Labey’s first lead in a big
West End production – “that’s a new
level of responsibility” – while Strallen
led a company as Mary Poppins. “I
learned from some brilliant people
how to set an example in a positive
way, but there’s still pressure,” she
notes. Just as there is in taking on such
a beloved property. “As soon as people
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